Detection of common chromosomal translocations in small round blue cell pediatric tumors.
Recurrent and specific chromosomal translocations have been described in four pediatric sarcomas belonging to the small round blue cell (SRBC) group of tumors. Identification of mRNA chimeras using RT-PCR discriminates among alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma (ARMS), Ewing's sarcoma (ES/pPNET), synovial sarcoma (SS) and desmoplastic small round cell tumor (DSRCT); however, frequencies of these translocations are variable. We present a retrospective study comparing histological examination and occurrence of major chromosomal translocations to validate the diagnosis and to assess the frequency of these molecular markers in a group of 92 small round blue cell (SRBC) tumor samples from Hospital Infantil de Mexico. We tested a panel of RT-PCR assays to each RNA tumor sample from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tumors to detect specific mRNA chimeras in 47 ES/pPNET, 19 ARMS, four SS, three DSRCT, and 19 other SRBC tumors. After excluding poor RNA quality samples, we found translocations in 17/31 ES/pPNET (54.8%), 10/19 ARMS (52.6%), 4/4 SS (100%) and 4/4 DSRCT (100%). We found disagreement in only three samples: one ES/pPNET and one embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma harbor a PAX3-FOXO1 translocation (for ARMS), and one neuroepithelioma harboring a EWS-WT1 (for DSRCT). Unsuitable RNA was found in 20/92 samples (21.7%) and was related to necrosis, small amount of tumor tissue, and use of nitric acid in bone biopsies, but was not related to age of the block. We found a significantly lower occurrence of chromosomal translocations in ES/pPNET compared to reports from other groups. Differences may exist in the frequencies of these molecular markers among different populations.